Poetry is no mere freak of fashion; and surely there can be no such thing as "modern" poetry, any m ore than there can be such a thing as "modern" life, if we would imply by the term "modern" a poe try or life that has , little or no connection with the past. Poetry and life are ever-Rowing streams, not to be frozen into periods and sharply divided, cut into blocks of ice for easy' h andli~g. Indeed they are one and the sil-me stream, a stream that everwelcome~ new tributaries; and in poetry the most daring innovator is merely an eddy, however much he may seem to trouble the waters, in the living curren t of tradition. True, there is a regrettable tendency at the moment to talk as if tradition and experimen t in poetry were an tagon istic to each other: but experiment has always been in, and of, the tradition of English poetry, the constant source of its re-invigoration; and the alleged conRict between the older and the younger wri ters, as such, can, at most, be only something in the nature of a sham-figh t. And so, in this paper, I propose to write, quite uncontroversially, of current English verse as a whole, and ' to consider con temporary wri tel'S, not as "tradi tionalists" or as "modernists," but merely on their merits as poets, without the qualification of any arbitrary epithet: There is, of course, a sense in which all poetry is contemporary: but the commentator being subject to the limitations of time and space, I am obliged to draw the line somewhere, and on this occasion mu st confine my tentative appraisements to the work of living writers.
Nevertheless, although the tradition of English verse--not even in the age of the Augustans, who so complacently made a deliberate attempt to stabilize their own particular formula, to petrify poetry for 'all time by confron ting it with the Gorgan-stare of Propriety-although, as I was saying, the tradition has never been static, it cannot be 2 denied that, at the moment, we are passing through an exceptionally disturbed transitional stage, and that, for the lover of poetry, the immediate prospect is full of exciting possibilities. The waters are troubled, and running a little turbidly; but at all events there are no signs of stagnation. I t is not so much that almost every other day a new school of poets would seem to be discovered, or, rather, to discover itself, and to proclaim its existence with a presumptuous manifesto) as that there is quite an exceptional number of distinguished writers of verse in England at the present time. Schools of verse may flourish and fade; but the significan t poetry has never been achieved by schools) as such, poetry not being a co-operative production. The poets who come to count ,are the individual writers, even though, at the outset of their careers, their saliency may have been temporarily, obscured by a huddle of disciples and imitators. So numerous are these writers to-day that, when I was playing with the idea of this article, I was able to jot down a list of nearly fifty living poets whose work seemed to call for comment. Obviously, if I should attempt to deal with all these in the space at iny disposal) the result would be little else than an annotated catalogue; so I have had perforce to make a strictly limited selection, always an embarrassing business when dealing with one's contemporaries; and the omission of many well-known names from my survey is not due to any desire on my part to draw invidious distinctions, nor does it necessarily imply any disparagement of the work of those I have been obliged to pass over.
Perhaps, in this connection, it may seem needless even: to refer to such a veteran as Mr. '.tV. B. Yeats; bu t the peculiar distinction of Mr. Yeats is that, throughout his long career, he has always been a contemporary poet-so vigorous and so vigilan t is his creative sense that his work, distinguished from the outset, has shown a constant development, and, at the age of seventy, the poems he is writing are as fresh and as immediate in their appeal as those of the youngest and most arrogan t of the in7 nova tors. Some of the younger men, it is true, while delighting to yield him homage, are a little inclined to disparage the earlier poems of Mr. Yeats's more romantic phase; but, for anyone whose taste has not been vitiated by mere modish theories, the lovely lyrics of his you th not only retain their charm, but exist in their own right as the work of a master, as surely as the more austere and astringent poems he is writing to-day.
Mr. Yeats has always had a considerable following; but there are two poets of the elder generation whose con temporary prestige falls far short of their meri t. Perhaps the work of Mr. Sturge Moore and of Mr. Lascelles Abercrom bie has not the instan tco~pelling charm of Mr. Yeats's: neither of these writers is pre-eminently a Iyrist, and they have fallen on days when epic quality in . a poet makes little or no appeal to a public that responds instantly to the lyric. Both of these poets have recently issued their collected verse; yet, although the discerning (among whom I, naturally, count myself) have long recognized the value of their work and have never had any doubts as to its survival, I fear that even the attractive presentation of so fine a body of verse has done little to establish these poets in public favour. And now, I suppose, I am making them sound dull by speaking of them as if they were a pair, a kind of poetical Romulus and Remus; whereas each is a poet of a marked and unmistakable individuality. They have indeed little in common save their courage in attacking ambitious, (socalled) "traditional themes," with a singularly refreshing 
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Nichols-have scarcely retained their considerable populari ty, even though their work has matured. The public always prefers a poet to keep on writing ill the same vein: and, though Mr. Blunden, who began as a rural poet, now writes poems wider 'in scope and of increasing depth and subtlety; and though Mr. Sassoon has,{ollowed his violent pro'testations with lyrics of a more sensitive perception . and more delicate w()rkmanship; and though Mr. Robert Graves, outgrowing the delicious innocencies of his boyish rhymes, has developed unguessed potencies of apprehension and expression, these poets would seem to have fallen in to comparative neglect. The place of Mr. Ralph Hodgson is secure, though his unbroken silence nowadays may· cause him to be temporarily overlooked. The three Sitwells, too-once the most famous firm of verse-writers -have lost their fashionable following, although their work has lost none of those fantastic and esoteric mannerisms which once startled the lethargic public to an admiring or objurg~ting attention. Miss Edith Sitwell is still as original and as uncompromising as ever, while Mr. Sacheverell Sitwell displays an even richer and more sumptuous imagery: but the challenge no longer arouses the same response. On the other hand, Miss V. In spite of my opening remarks, it would seem, I fear, as if I were treating my chosen poets rather cursorily : but, in a survey of contemporary verse, I feel that it is not essen tial to dwell on the more or less accepted virtues of the poets whose work has already. in a measure been assimilated by the small public of poetry-readers; and I have been eager to hasten on to the consideration of those more recen t poets whose verse can by no means be easily digested by everyone, the newcomers, who, if they do not win our instant appreciation, are at least significant enough to arouse a speculative interest. The work of these wri ters, the value of which is still a question that occasions excited controversy, I shall attempt to discuss in fuller detail.
There have been moments when it would seem to the more conservative lovers of poetry as if these newcomers were really violating the tradition of English verse: bu t, of course, such momen ts of a sudden apparen t disruption have been frequent in the history of the art. Yet, even to the most open-minded of us, if we still hold that poetry should be a means of communication as well as a vehicle of self-expression, and that we should be able to read it with ease and excitement, and not have to struggle for its meaning in a welter of private references and of obscure and d issociated images, some of the more extravagant vagaries of the mere novelty-mongers have been th e occasion of an extreme perplexity. Too often recen tly we have been offered" a heap of broken images," "fragments shored up against the ruins," instead of an organic poem. Some of the much-vaunted newness has proved to be the mere novelty of the modish-the innovation, mere eccentricity. For a time the pursuit of the inexpressible' by the inarticulate was carried on with all the volatile en thusiasm of a new parlour-game. It is, of course, the essential function of the poet to reveal the relevance of the apparently irrelevant; .but this is not to be done by the haphazard jumbling together of ideas that have an exclusively personal connotation, and far-fetched images that h ave none at all. Very often, it would seem to me, these impatient writers released their poems too soon, before the matter had become properly fused in the crucible of the su bconsciousness, and the association of the images established; and that what they ejected from the furnace of their hea:ted imaginations was merely a half-baked conglomerate, rather than a true amalgam. Again, others, in their anxiety to avoid a stale and too familiar technique of expression, would seem to have discarded too much-their work having a purely intellectual distinction and being altogether without any sensuous quality. Some of these clever young men, too, have been needlessly offensive in the arrogance of their adolescent swagger (an adolescence, in some instances, unduly prolonged), and have acted on the assumption that their own epoch-making productions inevitably liquidated the work of their immediate predecessors. Unfortunately, this atti tude has raised a li ttle retaliatory resen tmen t in some quarters; but if we are to get anything at all out of poetry, we must approach it without prejudice, and certainly without the slightest bias of hostility. Our approach should be one of eager expectation.
These new poets assuredly have their own peculiar virtues: influenced by Donne, Hopkins, and the later Yeats, there has been a stringent tensing of the poetic muscles; and verse has become more vigorous and athletic. Being whole men, these writers are not even afraid of being sententious on occasion: indeed the gnomic utterance, a conviction laconically stated, without fear or favour, is one of the hall-marks of some of the newest work. The moral is no longer ou t of fashion. Yet in this work as a whole I feel there is something lacking, apart from the absence of purely sensuous qualities: the moral fervour hardly makes up for the feeling that there is seldom any urgency of lyrical impulse; the poems too often seem to be merely the outcome of an intensive, but bloodless, cerebration. However, it is much too early to make up our minds about these poets-· if, indeed, it ever be necessary to perform that dubious operation in regard to any poet! Let us then greet the newcomers wi thou t dismay, even if without extravagant acclamation, in the assurance that their final position will be won without any reference to our tentative estimate of their qualities.
I have hesitated, not a little, as to whether, in strict propriety, I could include the work of Mr. T. S. Eliot in a survey of English poetry, Mr. Eliot being, like Mr. Ezra Pound, · an expatriated American; but as; unlike Mr. Pound, who has long since shaken our uncongenial dust off his rather intolerant and over-sensitive feet, Mr. Eliot would seem to have adopted England, with all her faults, for better or worse, and as he, with Mr. Yeats, shares the reverence, and the irreverence, that the young accord to their masters, it would in any case be impossible to ignore his influence.
Mr. Eliot's own early work, while not lacking in spontaneity, was in the main the cultured expression of a 9 hyper-sensitive,' over-sophisticated distaste for the times in which the poet found himself, a world-weariness which, nevertheless, because it was laced by an acrid humour (or perhaps I should say, wit), avoided the futility of mere frustration. To some of us this early verse seemed rather like the stale lees of romanticism, sentimentality gone a " little sour-the cynicism, a little cheap, the disillusionment, a trifle superficial. But to the young, the bi tter draught came as a rei~vigorating tonic: this concen trated brew of the essences of many" cuI tures had for them a stimulating tang. They were tired of easy poets; and even Mr. Eliot's most abstruse literary references, the lines from th' e works of other poets which he incorporated in his own work, giving them a wry twist, or, a" t least, a slightly different connotation, teased them to excited in terest. The Waste Land, too, expressed a contemporary mood of after-war disillusion, not so much by explicit statemen t as by the "evocation of the emotional atmosphere of a disin tegrating world. And; I think, the young truly sensed that the disillusionment was nO mere languid acceptance of the futility of things: they were aware of a fierceness, an intensity, an intolerance, and a creative vitality, even in those despairing cadences, which betokened the hidden fires of regeneration. Mr. Eliot has travelled far since then: he has "found religion," his own sufficing solution of the enigma of existence; the hidden fire has become explicit, even if it has never burst into a very ardent" flame, in his later work. For my p art, I make no pretence that the significance of his poetry is all crystal-clear to me: there is much that still baffles me after many re-readings; but a "poet has every right to demand of the reader a submission to his mood, and much of Mr. Eliot's poetry-"Ash Wednesday," for instance--seems to me to be the expression of an emotional mood to absorbed by the something to be comprehended by the' the richness of its cadences, is a Ii t tIe dry an d desiccated about Mr. Eliot's a whole, an overand over-subtilization.
his has been a frugal muse. Whether he is to win' to a more exuberan t, more abundan t life through the of the drama, to be seen. Some
The Rock, of Murder in the Cathedral, uncertain, splendour of incan One thing most of consideration of their our most runs may not u ..... '-~, .. , this IS so terse to seem at times well-nigh concentration, the brusqueness style, and the characteristic definite and indefinite, make the verse difficult for even the most readily admit that much powers of penetration as I "nn,,,,,,,'",,,,, first poem in his book, I in several fe-readings; but then it seems to me made up of an incongruous assortmerlt than a whole texture.
Mr. Auden's poems are : even in the most obscure, ; and we feel flame. Heis already produced some seems to be making a constriction of his earlier manner 11 a more direct utterance. Perhaps it is the very urgency of what he has to"say that has made him stammer hi therto.
Mr. Cecil Day Lewis, besides being influenced in his technique by the most original of all the War-poets, Wilfred Owen, has much else in common with Mr. Auden. On the whole, his work is more lucid, more ins tan tly intelligible, although it still demands an unflagging attention; but at times it, too, in its very strenuousness, the over-tensing of the muscles, gets itself knotted into a state of immobili ty, the intellectual stress constricting the free movement of the emotion. Technically, Mr. Day Lewis's work is also indebted to the influence of Gerard Hopkins; but that is not to say' that he is devoid of originali ty. The several influences I have noted are m"erely formative; the echoes are by no means constant, and I feel assured that Mr. Day Lewis is working towards an entire individuality of utterance. At present-and this I think is true of the work of all the" younger poetshi s cadences are too monotonous, and a too undiscriminating and reiterative use is made of images drawn from mechanics, images which, even when appropriate, are already losing their freshness through over-exploita'tion. Nor is Mr. Day Lewis's sense of form in hi s" longer poems over-sure. His so-called "symphony," "A Time to Dance," is merely a collocation of incongruous fine things, without any organ ic unity, and most certainly its second "movement," "The Fligh" t," would h ave been infinitely more" effective as a straight-forward" narrative than as a sort of ejaculatory and rhapsodical apostrophe; while the recently published drama, Noah and the ' Waters, besides being ill-constructed, does not, as an allegory, well, hold water! Yet, withal, Mr. Day Lewis has some achievement to his credit-and an energy that should carry him far.
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The difficulties of Mr. Stephen Spender's verse are all due to superfi cial mannerisms. He is inclined to be a little too modish, to accept, too readily the current poeticj argon of rail-heads and pylons: his work as yet lacks a personal idiom. Nevertheless, he has written some simple and direct poems wi th a limpid beauty of their own; and his social passion burns wi th.a clearer; if not in tenser, flame than Mr. Auden's. His rhythm, too, even if he does not show any strong lyrical impulse, is less cluttered; bu t, like the work of so niany con temporaries, his verse is speech, rather than song. Mr. Louis Macneice's work is much richer in content than Mr. Spender's; and in spite of more than a touch of the customary paraded sophistication of these over-intellectualized poets, it has more body, and also something of the in telligence tha t comes from the actual experience of living. Perhaps Mr. Macneice's Ulster background has helped: it is essential that a poet should have a local habitation for his spirit, even if he has quitted his native land. At all events his images are more concrete, more sensuous, more visual, more tactile, and less brain-spun; and, even when they are not completely fused in to poetry, they arrest the atten tion by their vividness. Nevertheless, the work of Mr. Michael Roberts is, perhaps, more immediately satisfying. It has a lucidity, an austere beauty, as of the mountain-heights Mr. Roberts himself has scaled. I t breathes a rarefied air; bu tit has the ecstasy of the peaks, and a music of its own, a little thin, maybe, but clear and piercing. Sometimes, in the , curren t 'mode, Mr. Roberts's diction is too dry, too exclusively scien tific and technical, and a few of his pieces are brain-spun enigmas, rather than poems; but there is also a feelin g of assurance that he will win free of , the prevalent inhibiDions.
And now we come to two of the very youngest of the 13 poets-still, in fact,' in their early twenties. Mr. George Barker's poemS are already surprisingly accomplished, delicate, sensitive, and subtle, even if, at times, overprecious. Their sense is inclined to be elusive; and the heavily latinized vocabulary tends to be employed over-' fastidiously . We rightly demand the utmost precision of statement from a poet-even a vague mood must not be vaguely indicated; but that precision should have a casual air, as if it had been hit upon by a happy accident, and not seem to be merely the result of an in tensive dictionarysearching. Mr. Barker's technique is of the most "modern:" his verse delights to include the deliberately prosaic statement and to employ muted rhymes; but there is evidence of an individual apprehension in hi s vision of the world. Mr. Laurence Whistler's poems are much more sensuous, both in their imagery and in their music. There is occasionally a too-strained novelty of epithet, or a vagueness aping profundity; but these are merely the fashionable vices, and there is little doubt that Mr. Whistler will outgrow them. It is something of a relief in these days to come on the work of a young poet who has used his eyes to look at the visible world, who does not rely en tirely on in trospection for the stuff of his poetry. In the richness of his imagery and the fulness of his music lies tlle promise of Mr. Whistler's work.
So that there might be no risk of my article's dwin dling in diminuendo to a mere note of promise at the end, I have kept two of my most distingui shed poets in reserve till the last, two poets who, though they could scarcely be more diverse in character, have each work of signal achievement to their names. Mr. Roy Campbell, whose glittering, clanging rhetoric has more in common with the verse of Swinburne than with the constricted cadences of his own contemporaries, is, of course, wen known: and I only need to remind my readers of such poems as "Tristan da Cunha," "The Zebras," and "The Horses of the Camargue," to renew the vivid delight of their first discovery; but the exquisite tiny nature-poems of Mr. Andrew Young are, to most of us, a more recent find. Mi', Young's work has some of the freshness of Mr. Davies's; but his angle of vision approaches more nearly that of Mr. Robert Frost, and he has, too, something of the crystalline integrity which is the shining quality of that poet.
Finally, this rapid and all-toO-cursory survey of the contemporary field of English poetry, should, I suppose, end in some concluding and inclusive generalization; but then I have always had a horror of generalizations, which being, at the best, statements of half-truths, naturally provoke me to contradiction. In any case, how can any generalization include an adequate summary of the various qualities of so many diverse and individual poets? . I can only repeat my conviction that the contemporary field yields a rich harvest, and that the immediate prospect of English poetry is full of exciting possibilities.
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